Summer events return to Orleans County

A wild Martian tiger streaks across the Bread and Puppet ring Saturday, hunting for fat capitalists for his next meal.
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At right: Courtney Mead demonstrates blacksmithing techniques at the Orleans County Historical Society’s Moffat Forge. Sunday was Old Stone House Day and visitors flocked to the Browington museum to take in the exhibits and participate in activities.
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### Good Stuff

* Adult Toys • Lingerie • Smoking Accessories • Nutrients

Carrying products from:

* Pipedreams   * Sportsheets
* Seven 'til Midnight
* Adam & Eve   * Special Blue
* Fantasy Lingerie
* Native Intimates * Pulsar
* No Goo and more!

4267 U.S. Route 5, Derby, VT
(Ridgeview 91 Building, above Roaster’s Cafe)
802-487-9315
Museum and circus draw crowds